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Abstract
The eciency of the -algorithm as a minimax search procedure can be attributed to its
eective pruning at the so-called cut-nodes; ideally only one move is examined there to establish
the minimax value. This paper explores the benets of investing additional search eort at
cut-nodes by also expanding some of the remaining moves. Our results show a strong correlation
between the number of promising move alternatives at cut-nodes and a new principal variation
emerging. Furthermore, a new forward-pruning method is introduced that uses this additional
information to ignore potentially futile subtrees. We also provide experimental results with the
new pruning method in the domain of chess. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The -algorithm is the most popular method for searching game-trees in such ad-
versary board games as chess, checkers and Othello. It is much more ecient than a
plain brute-force minimax search because it allows a large portion of the game-tree to
be pruned, while still backing up the correct game-tree value. However, the number
of nodes visited by the algorithm still increases exponentially with increasing search
depth. This obviously limits the scope of the search, since game-playing programs must
meet external time constraints: often having only a few minutes to make a decision.
In general, the quality of play improves the further the program looks ahead. 1
Over the years, the -algorithm has been enhanced in various ways and more
ecient variants have been introduced. For example, although the basic algorithm ex-
plores all continuations to some xed depth, in practice it is no longer used that way.
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1 Some articial games have been constructed where the opposite is true; when backing up a minimax
value the decision quality actually decreases with increasing search depth. This phenomenon has been studied
thoroughly and is referred to as pathology in game-tree search [10]. However, such pathology is not seen
in chess or the other games we are investigating.
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Instead, various heuristics allow variations in the distance to the search horizon (often
called the search depth or search tree height), so that some move sequences can be
explored more deeply than others. \Interesting" continuations are expanded beyond the
nominal depth, while others are terminated prematurely. The latter case is referred to
as forward-pruning, and involves some risk of overlooking a good continuation. The
rationale behind the approach is that the time saved by pruning non-promising lines is
better spent searching others more deeply, in an attempt to increase the overall decision
quality.
To eectively apply forward-pruning, good criteria are needed to determine which
subtrees to ignore. Here we show that the number of good move alternatives a player
has at cut-nodes can be used to identify potentially futile subtrees. Furthermore, we
introduce a new forward-pruning method, called multi-cut -pruning, that makes its
pruning decisions based on the number of promising moves at cut-nodes. In the mini-
max sense it is enough to nd a single refutation to an inferior line of play. However,
instead of nding any such refutation, our method uses shallow searches to identify
moves that \look" good. If there are several such moves, multi-cut pruning assumes
that a cuto will occur and so prevents the current line of play from being expanded
more deeply.
In the following section we give a brief introduction to game-tree searching, and
introduce necessary terminology and denitions. We introduce the basic idea behind
our new pruning scheme and provide a sound foundation for the work. The pruning
scheme itself has been implemented and tested in an actual game-playing program.
Experimental results follow; rst the promise of the new pruning criterion is established,
and second the method is tested in the domain of chess. Finally, before drawing our
conclusions, we explain how some related works use complementary ideas.
2. Game-tree search
We are concerned here with two-person zero-sum perfect information games. The
value of a such games is the outcome with perfect play by both sides, and can be
found by recursively expanding all possible continuations from each game state, until
states are reached with a known outcome. The minimax rule is then used to propagate
the value of those outcomes back to the initial state. The state-space expanded in this
way is a tree, often referred to as a game-tree, where the root of the tree is the initial
state and the leaf nodes are the terminal states.
2.1. Minimax
Using the minimax rule, Max, the player to move at the root, tries to optimize its
gains by returning the maximum of its children values. The other player, Min, tries to
minimize Max’s gains by always choosing the minimum value. However, for zero-sum
games one player’s gain is the other’s loss. Therefore, by evaluating the terminal nodes
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from the perspective of the player to move and negating the values as they back up
the tree, the value at each node in the tree can be treated as the merit for the player
who’s turn it is to move. This framework is referred to as NegaMax [5], and has the
advantage of being simpler and more uniform, since both sides now maximize their
values. We use this framework as the basis for our subsequent discussion.
In theory, at least, the outcome of a game can be found as described above. However,
the exponential growth of game-trees expanded this way is prohibitively time expensive.
Therefore, in practice, game-trees are only expanded to a limited depth d and the
resulting \leaf nodes" are assessed. Their values are propagated back up the tree using
the minimax rule, just as if they were true game-outcome values. The rule for backing
up these values can be dened as follows:
Denition 1 (vmm(n; d)). The minimax value, vmm(n; d), of a game-tree expanded to a
xed depth d is
vmm(n; d)=

f(n) if Sn; or d=0;
Maxi(−vmm(ni; d− 1))ni 2 Sn otherwise;
where f(n) is a scalar function that returns an estimate of the true value of the game
position corresponding to node n (relative to the side to move at that point), and Sn
is the set of all children (successors) of node n.
Note, the true value of these leaf nodes is normally not known, since the function
f(n) can usually only estimate the outcome. Typically, the estimate is a number that
measures the \goodness" of the state. 2 The exact meaning of the estimate is not that
important; the purpose is to provide a ranking of the leaf nodes. The higher the value,
the more likely the state is to lead to a win. Note, too, that as d ! 1 the method
reduces to a pure unbounded minimax search.
Algorithm 1 shows a function for calculating the minimax value of a depth-limited
game-tree. The function, MM (n; d), implements Denition 1.
Algorithm 1 MM (n; d)
1: S  Successors(n)
2: if d60 _ S ; then
3: return f(n)
4: best  −1
5: for all ni 2 S do
6: v −MM (ni; d− 1)
7: if v>best then
8: best  v
9: return best
2 Sometimes terminal game positions are reachable within the search horizon, and the estimates are exact
in such cases. In chess, for example, (stale)mate are terminal states with a known outcome.
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Fig. 1. Minimal tree.
2.2. The minimal tree and alpha{beta
It is not essential to investigate all branches of a game-tree to nd its minimax value;
only a so-called minimal tree needs to be expanded. The minimax value depends only
on the nodes in the minimal tree; no matter how the other nodes are assessed, the
value at the root does not change.
The minimal tree contains three types of nodes: pv- , cut- and all-nodes. 3 More
formally, we can determine the minimal tree as follows:
Denition 2 (Minimal tree). Every child of a pv-node or an all-node is a part of the
minimal tree, but only one child of a cut-node. Given any game-tree, we can derive a
minimal tree by identifying its nodes as follows:
1. The root of the game-tree is a pv-node.
2. At a pv-node, n, at least one child must have a minimax value −vmm(n) (when
there are several such children pick one arbitrarily). That child is a pv-node, but
the remaining children are cut-nodes.
3. At a cut-node, a child node n with a minimax value vmm(n)<vmm(npv) is an all-
node, where npv is the most immediate pv-node predecessor of n. At least one child
must have such a value; when there are several, pick one arbitrarily.
4. Every child node of an all-node is a cut-node.
From the above denition it is clear that there may exist more than one minimal
subtree in any game-tree, because many children of cut-nodes may qualify as belonging
to a minimal tree. Fig. 1 shows an example game-tree of uniform width and a xed
depth of 3. The non-shaded nodes represent one possible minimal tree. The letters P,
C, and A represent pv- , cut- and all-nodes, respectively.
The -algorithm, thoroughly analyzed by Knuth and Moore [5], is based on the
observation that the minimax value can be found from the search of any minimal
subtree. Once we have searched one child of some node n, the value returned from
3 Knuth and Moore [5] called these types 1, 2 and 3 nodes, but here the more descriptive terminology
[8] of calling them pv-, cut- and all-nodes, respectively, is used.
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that search is a lower bound for the actual minimax value of n. Moreover, this lower-
bound is an upper bound for our opponent, and can be used to prune the subtrees of
the remaining child nodes of n (that is, identify those nodes that do not belong to the
minimal tree). Intuitively, if the opponent nds one continuation that makes the value
of the current subtree inferior to the lower bound already established at n, there is no
need to search further and the current node becomes a cut-node. Algorithm 2, below,
shows a NegaMax formulation of the -algorithm. It keeps track of the lower and
upper bounds that a player can achieve via two parameters named  and , respectively.
The pruning condition is checked at lines 9{10. If a move returns a value greater or
equal to , the local search terminates at that particular node; this is often referred
to as a -cuto (in the NegaMax formulation of the algorithm there is no distinction
between  and  cutos). To ensure that the value of the tree will be found, the values
of  and  are initialized to −1 and 1, respectively.
Algorithm 2 (n; d; ; )
1: S  Successors(n)
2: if d60_ S ; then
3: return f(n)
4: best  −1
5: for all ni 2 S do
6: v −(ni; d− 1;−;−max(; best))
7: if v>best then
8: best  v
9: if best> then
10: return best
11: return best
2.3. Alpha{beta enhancements
The performance of the -algorithm is sensitive to the order in which nodes in
the tree are examined. In the worst case, it expands the same exhaustive tree as the
minimax algorithm, while in the best case only a minimal tree is traversed. For the
-algorithm to achieve optimal performance the best move must be expanded rst
at pv-nodes, but at cut-nodes any move suciently good to cause a cuto can be
searched rst. 4 Various heuristics are used to accomplish a good move-ordering (see
for example [13, 14]) and, over the years more ecient variants of the -algorithm
have been developed that take full advantage of better move ordering. Algorithm 3,
principal variation search [6, 7] is one such variant. PVS, the main driver, explores the
4 Because of a non-uniform branching factor, local variability in the actual search depth (through search
extension=reduction), and the possibility of reaching the same state via alternative paths (transpositions), the
size of the many possible minimal trees varies considerably. For eciency, we would like to search rst not
only a move that returns a value that is sucient to cause a cuto, but also one that leads to the smallest
subtree.
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expected pv-nodes, while the NWS part visits the expected cut- and all-nodes, using
the lower bound established in PVS to reduce its search. The true type of a node is not
known until after it has been searched. Therefore, during the search we refer to the node
as an expected pv- , cut- or all-node, depending on our current view of the structure
of the game-tree. The algorithm considers the rst node explored at the root (and at
subsequent pv-nodes), to be a pv-node. The value of that node is therefore treated as
the best value, and all the siblings are searched using the NWS routine to prove them
inferior. Occasionally, one of the siblings returns a better value and in that case the
algorithm researches that node to establish the new principal variation (lines 11{12).
When calling NWS recursively (line 22) the -bound is adjusted by an amount equal to
, the smallest granularity of the value returned by the estimate function. For example,
if f(n) returns integer values,  would be set equal to 1. In Section 5 we show how
our new forward-pruning method can be incorporated into the PVS algorithm.
Algorithm 3 PVS(n; d; ; )
1: function PVS(n; d; ; )
2: S  Successors(n)
3: if d60_ S ; then
4: return f(n)
5: best  −PVS(n1 2 S; d− 1;−;−)
6: for ni 2 S ji>1 do
7: if best> then
8: return best
9:  max(; best)
10: v −NWS(ni; d− 1;−)
11: if v> ^ v< then
12: v −PVS(ni; d− 1;−;−v)
13: if v>best then
14: best  v
15: return best
16: function NWS(n; d; )
17: S  Successors(n)
18: if d60_ S ; then
19: return f(n)
20: best  −1
21: for all ni 2 S do
22: v −NWS(ni; d− 1;− + )
23: if v>best then
24: best  v
25: if best>
26: return best
27: return best
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2.4. Selective search
All the algorithms described above traverse the game-tree in a depth-rst manner.
That is, they fully explore each branch of the tree before turning their attention to
the next. They all return the same minimax value, the primary dierence is the search
eciency: where the more enhanced algorithms search a smaller tree (always at least
the minimal tree necessary for determining the minimax value is explored). There
exists a dierent class of algorithms for searching game-trees. These algorithms traverse
the trees in a best-rst fashion, and commonly search more selectively than depth-
rst methods. They temporarily stop exploring branches to visit other more interesting
subtrees, possibly later returning to the abandoned branches to search them more deeply.
However, these best-rst algorithms are generally not time- and space-ecient and so
have not found a wide use in practice. For an overview of these alternative approaches
see Junghanns [4].
Although, the term selective search has most often been associated with best-rst
search, the depth-rst algorithms can also be selective in practice. The selectivity is
introduced by varying the search horizon, some branches being searched beyond the
nominal depth, while others are pruned prematurely. The former case is referred to as
a search extension, and the second as forward-pruning. As such, the search can return
a value quite unlike that from a xed depth minimax search. In the case of forward-
pruning, the full minimal tree is not explored, and good moves may be overlooked.
However, the rationale is that although the search occasionally goes wrong, the time
saved by pruning non-promising lines is generally better used to search other lines
deeper and therefore, hopefully, to increase the overall decision quality. Our algorithm
falls into this latter category so far as selectivity is concerned.
3. Error propagation
A forward-pruning scheme should only curtail the search if it is unlikely that the
pruned subtree contains a better continuation. But inevitably, any forward-pruning
method will once in a while make a wrong decision. However, we can minimize
the risk that such errors will aect our move choice at the root.
Fig. 2 shows two dierent game-trees. The solid lines identify the parts of the tree
that have already been visited, while the dotted lines show nodes that are still to be
expanded. Assume that the search is currently situated at node n, and that the subtree
n1 has already been searched. Furthermore, assume that a part of that subtree has been
pruned using some forward-pruning technique, and that the value returned is greater
or equal to the -bound used at node n (when n is a cut-node this is what we would
expect). Therefore, a cuto occurs and the value of the subtree n1 will back up to
the root. From the root’s perspective this branch is inferior to the current principal
variation, and the search therefore continues to expand the other children of the root
without changing the principal variation.
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Fig. 2. Controlling error propagation.
If the pruned subtree in Fig. 2(a) does not contain a better line, search eort has
been saved. The case of interest here is: what if a better line is present? In Fig. 2(a),
if a better line is overlooked, the value of n1 is wrong and the error propagates through
node n and may aect the root value. However, if alternatives to n1 are present, as
in Fig. 2(b), it is possible that one of the alternative subtrees n2; : : : ; nk may return a
value that causes a cuto at n. Thus in Fig. 2(b), an error in the subtree n1 does not
necessarily propagate to the root. This situation is common in practice: if the rst move
fails to cause a cuto, one of the alternative moves may do so. As a consequence, even
though the reduced search of n1 is risky, the danger of aecting the move decision at
the root is lower for the tree in Fig. 2(b) than in Fig. 2(a), because one of the other
subtrees n2; : : : ; nk might preserve the cuto even if the reduced search of n1 does
not. Thus, even though the truncated search of n1 is in error it will not necessarily
aect the move decision at the root. This illustrates that, when assessing risk, pruning
methods should not only take into account the expected return value of a pruned node,
but also assess the likelihood that an erroneous pruning decision will propagate up the
tree. The idea underlying our pruning method is partially based on this observation, and
the method prunes only if it considers it unlikely that an erroneous pruning decision
will aect outcomes closer to the root.
4. Multi-cut idea
In the traditional -search, if a cuto occurs there is no reason to examine that
position further, and the search can return. For a new principal variation to emerge,
every expected cut-node on the path from a leaf-node to the root must become an
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all-node. In practice, however, it is common that if the rst move does not cause a
cuto, one of the alternative moves will. Therefore, expected cut-nodes, where many
moves have a good potential of causing a -cuto, are less likely to become all-
nodes, and consequently such lines are unlikely to become part of a new principal
variation. This observation forms the basis for the new forward-pruning scheme we
introduce here, multi-cut -pruning. Before explaining how it works, let us rst dene
an mc-prune (multi-cut prune).
Denition 3 (mc-prune). When searching node n to depth d+1 using -search, and
if at least c of the rst m children of n return a value greater or equal to  when
searched to depth d− r, an mc-prune is said to occur and the local search returns.
In multi-cut -search, we test for an mc-prune only at expected cut-nodes (we
would not anticipate it to be successful elsewhere). Fig. 3 shows the basic idea. At
node n, before searching the subtree n1 to a full depth d, like a normal -search does,
the rst m successors of n are expanded to a reduced depth of d − r. If c of them
return a value greater or equal to  an mc-prune occurs and the search returns the
 value, otherwise the search continues as usual exploring n1 to a full depth d. The
subtrees of depth (d− r) below n2; : : : ; nm, represent extra search overhead introduced
by mc-prune. This overhead would not be incurred by normal -search. The dotted
area of the subtree below node n1 represents the savings that are possible if the mc-
prune is successful. However, if the pruning condition is not satised, we are left with
the overhead but no savings. Clearly, by searching the subtree of n1 to a shallower
depth, there is some risk of overlooking a tactic that would result in n1 becoming the
new principal variation. We are willing to take that risk, because we expect at least
one of the c moves that returns a value greater or equal to  when searched to a
reduced depth, will cause a genuine -cuto if searched to a full depth.
Fig. 3. Applying the mc-prune method at node n.
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5. Multi-cut implementation
Algorithm 4 is a pseudo-code version of null-window search (NWS) routine using
multi-cut. The NWS routine is an integral part of the Principal Variation Search algo-
rithm. Multi-cut could equally well be implemented in other enhanced -variants like
NegaScout [11]. For clarity, we have omitted details about search extensions, trans-
position table lookups, quiescence searches, null-move searches, and history heuristic
updates that are irrelevant to our discussion. For an overview of some of these tech-
niques see for example [7, 3]. The parameter d is the remaining length of search for
the position, and  is an upper bound on the value we can achieve. There is no need to
pass  as a parameter, because it is always equal to − . On the other hand, the new
parameter, cut, is true if the node we are currently visiting is an expected cut-node,
but is otherwise false. In a null-window search we are dealing only with alternating
layers of cut- and all-nodes.
Algorithm 4 NWS(n; d; ; cut)
Require:
m is the number of moves to look at when checking for mc-prune.
c is the number of cutos to cause an mc-prune.
r is the search depth reduction for mc-prune searches.
1: S  Successors(n)
2: if d60 _ S  ; then
3: return f(n)
4: if d>r ^ cut then
5: count  0
6: for ni 2 S j i = 1; : : : ; m do
7: v −NWS(ni; d− 1− r;− + ;:cut)
8: if v> then
9: count  count + 1
10: if count = c then
11: return 
12: best  −1
13: for all ni 2 S do
14: v −NWS(ni; d− 1;− + ;:cut)
15: if v>best then
16: best  v
17: if best> then
18: return best
19: return best
As is normal, the routine starts by checking whether the horizon has been reached,
and if so evaluates the position and returns its value. Otherwise, if we are using a fully
enhanced search routine, we would next look for useful information about the position
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in the transposition table, followed by a null-move search. If the null-move does not
cause a cuto, a standard null-window  search would follow (lines 12{18). Instead,
we insert here a multi-cut search (lines 4{11) to see if the mc-prune condition applies.
The parameters m, r, and c are mc-prune specic and stand for: number of moves to
look at (m), search reduction (r), number of cutos needed (c), respectively. Although
they are implicitly here as constants, they could be determined dynamically and be
allowed to vary during the search.
We do not check for the mc-prune conditions at every node in the tree. First, we
only test for them at expected cut-nodes. Second, they are not applied at the levels
of the search tree close to the horizon, thus reducing the time overhead involved in
this method. Finally, there are some game-dependent restrictions that apply, but are not
shown in the pseudo-code. In our experiments in the domain of chess (see later) the
pruning is disabled when the endgame is reached, since there are usually few viable
move options there and the mc-searches are therefore not likely to be successful. Also,
the positional understanding of chess programs in the endgame is generally poorer than
in the earlier phases of the game. The programs rely more heavily on the search to
guide them in the ending, and any forward-pruning scheme is therefore more likely to
be harmful. Furthermore, the pruning is not done if the side to move is in check, or
if search extensions have been applied for any of the three previous moves leading to
the current position.
6. Multi-cut parameters
It is not clear how to select the most appropriate values for the parameters c, m,
and r. How they are set will aect both the eciency and the error rate of the search,
each parameter inuencing the search in its own way:
{ Number of cutos (c): The more cutos that are required for an mc-prune to occur,
the safer the method is. On the other hand, the higher the value is, the larger the
tree expanded. Not only does each check for mc-prune require more nodes to be
searched, but also the less often mc-prunings occur. Therefore, c should be set large
enough for the method to be safe, but still small enough to oer substantial node
savings.
{ Number of moves (m): The m parameter tells how many moves to investigate when
checking for an mc-prune. The higher m, the more likely it is that the pruning
condition will be met. However, each unsuccessful mc-prune search will be more
expensive, osetting some of the node savings from the additional pruning. The right
balance between these two counteracting eects will depend, among other things, on
the quality of the move ordering scheme used. The better the scheme, the closer we
can set m to c.
{ Depth reduction (r): The depth reduction factor r will inuence the best settings
for c and m; the larger r is, the larger c and m can be. Obviously, if the goal is
to improve search eciency, the depth reduced multi-cut searches must explore, in
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total, fewer nodes than the full depth search they replace. Therefore, if r is very
small there is not much exibility in choosing values for c and m. On the other
hand, too aggressive search depth reduction will make the search more error-prone.
From the above discussion we see how intertwined the parameters are, altering one
will bias the selection of the others. It is impossible to analytically determine the most
appropriate settings for the parameters, because not only do they depend on dierent
characteristics of the search-space, but also on various properties of the game-playing
program itself (e.g. the move-ordering scheme). We empirically determined a suitable
setting of these parameters for our experiments.
7. Experimental results
To test the idea in practice, multi-cut -pruning was implemented in The Turk. 5
Three dierent kinds of experiments were performed. Firstly, we veried the feasibility
of the idea by correlating the number of promising move alternatives at cut-nodes to an
actual cuto occurring. Secondly, we experimented with dierent multi-cut parameter
settings to both give some insight into how they alter the search, and to nd an
appropriate setting for our program. Finally, a version of the program using multi-cut
played several self-play matches against an unmodied version of the program.
7.1. Criteria selection
The multi-cut idea stands or falls with the hypothesis that nodes having many promis-
ing move alternatives are more likely to cause a -cuto than those with fewer. We
will refer to any node where a -cuto is anticipated as an expected cut-node. Only
after searching the node do we know if it actually causes a cuto; if it does we call it
a True cut-node, otherwise a False cut-node. What we seek is a scheme that accurately
predicts which expected cut-nodes are False. We experimented with the following four
dierent ways of anticipating cut nodes:
1. Number of legal moves (NM): The most straightforward approach is simply to
assume that every move has the same potential for causing a -cuto. Therefore,
the more children an expected cut-node has, the more likely it is to be a True
cut-code. Although this assumption is not realistic, it can serve as a baseline for
comparison.
2. History heuristic (HH>): A more sensible approach is to distinguish between
good and bad moves. For example, by using information from the history-heuristic
table [13]. Moves with a positive history-heuristic value are known to be useful
elsewhere in the search-tree. This method denes moves with a history-heuristic
value greater than a constant  as potentially good. One advantage of this scheme
is that no additional search is required.
5 The Turk is a chess program developed at University of Alberta by Yngvi Bjornsson and Andreas
Junghanns.
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3. Quiescence search (QS()> − ): Here quiescence search is used to determine
which children of a cut-node have a potential for causing a cuto. If the quiescence
search returns a value greater or equal to − the child is considered promising. The
constant , called the -cuto margin, can be either positive or negative. Although,
this scheme may require additional search, it will hopefully give a better estimate
than the aforementioned schemes.
4. Null-window search (NWS(d−r)>−): This scheme is much like the one above,
except instead of using quiescence search to estimate the merit of the children, a
null-window search to a closer horizon at distance d− r is used.
To establish how well the number of promising moves, as judged by each of the above
schemes, correlates to an expected cut-node being a True cut-node or not, we had the
program gather statistics about cut-nodes. When the program visits an expected cut-node
it calculates the number of promising move alternatives in the position according to
each of the above schemes. Then, after searching the node to a full depth to determine
if it really is a cut-node, information about the number of promising moves is logged
to a le along with a ag indicating whether the node is a True cut-node.
The resulting data was classied into two groups, one with the True cut-nodes,
and the other with the False cut-nodes. The program gathered statistics about 100,000
expected cut-nodes, and of these only 2.5% were classied incorrectly (i.e. were False
cut-nodes). The average number of promising moves, as judged by each scheme, is
presented in Table 1. The second column shows the average for the True cut-node
group and the third column the average for the False cut-node group. By comparing
the averages and the standard deviations (also shown in the table) of the two groups
we can determine the scheme that can best predict False cut-nodes. That is, we are
looking for the scheme that has the greatest dierence between the averages for the
two groups, and the lowest standard deviation.
In Table 1, it is interesting to note that even a simplistic scheme like looking at
the number of legal moves shows a dierence in the averages. However, the dierence
is relatively small and the standard deviation is high. The history heuristic schemes
have lower standard deviation, but unfortunately the averages are too similar. This
renders them useless. The methods that rely on search, QS() and NWS(), do much
Table 1
Comparison of dierent schemes for identifying False cut-nodes
Method True cut-nodes False cut-nodes
x  x 
NM 35.60 11.74 24.83 14.46
HH>0 22.27 8.87 16.35 9.77
HH>100 9.15 5.72 7.13 5.33
QS()> 20.48 15.03 0.32 1.44
QS()> − 25 23.70 14.08 1.66 4.20
NWS(d− 2)> 20.62 14.88 0.17 0.55
NWS(d− 2)> − 25 23.75 14.00 1.46 3.75
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Table 2
Comparison of selected schemes using ltered data
Method False cut-nodes
x 
QS()> 2.31 3.20
NWS(d− 2)> 1.45 0.86
better, especially those where  (the -cuto margin) is set to zero. 6 Not only are
the averages for the two groups far apart, but the standard deviation is also very low.
From the data in Table 1 the two schemes look almost equally eective. Therefore, to
discriminate between them further, we ltered the data for the False cut-nodes looking
only at non-zero data-points (that is, we only consider data-points where at least one
promising move alternative is found by either scheme). The result using the ltered
data is given in Table 2. Now we can see more clearly that the null-window (NWS)
scheme is a better predictor of False cut-nodes. Not only does it show on average
fewer false promises, but the standard deviation is also much lower. This means that it
only infrequently shows False cut-nodes as having more than several promising move
alternatives. Even in the worst case there never were more than 6 moves listed as
promising, whereas for the QS() scheme at least one position had 32 wrong indicators.
The above experiments clearly support the hypothesis that there is a way to discrim-
inate between nodes that are likely to become true cut-nodes and those that are not.
As a result, we selected the shallow null-window searches as the scheme for nding
promising moves in multi-cut -pruning.
7.2. Multi-cut parameters
Next, after implementing the multi-cut algorithm in our chess program, we exper-
imented with dierent instantiations of the multi-cut parameters both to give a better
insight into how they alter the search behavior, and to nd the most appropriate pa-
rameter setting for the program. The program was tested against a suite of over one
thousand tactical chess problems [12]. For each run a dierent set of multi-cut param-
eters was used, and information was collected about both the total number of nodes
explored, and the number of problems solved. The program was instructed to search
to a nominal depth of 7-ply, and use normal search extensions and null-move search
reductions. Basically, we are looking for the parameters that give the most node re-
duction, while still solving the same number of problems that the original program
does.
Fig. 4 shows the search eort under a range of parameter settings. The search eort
is given as a percent of nodes searched by the standard version of the program. The
6 In The Turk, a  value of 25 is equivalent to a quarter of a pawn.
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Fig. 4. Search eciency when r = 2.
depth reduction is xed to 2, but the c and m parameters are allowed to vary from 2{6
and 2{12, respectively. We also experimented with dierent depth reduction factors,
but we found that a value of r=1 oers limited node savings, while values of r>2
were too error prone. The data from all the experiments is included in tabular form as
an appendix. As expected, the fewest nodes are examined for small values of c. For
example, the program with c=2 and m=12 searches over 40% fewer nodes than the
original program. However, the node savings decrease rapidly as c increases, breaking
approximately even at c=4, and searching considerately more nodes for higher values.
We also see how m inuences the search, although these changes are more subtle. An
interesting observation is that for low values of c the total number of nodes decreases
as m increases, but the opposite is true for higher values of c. This can be explained
by the counteracting eects we discussed earlier. For low values of c, we observe
more mc-prunings as m increases, and the extra cutos more than oset the additional
search overhead of each mc-prune search. However, for larger values of c there are
far fewer additional cutos, and the increased cost of each mc-prune search starts to
show. From looking only at this graph, using a low value of c and a relatively high
value for m, results in the best search eciency. However, we still have to look at the
other side of the coin, namely the error rates associated with the dierent parameter
settings.
Fig. 5 shows a similar graph, except here we are looking at the percentage of
problems solved (as compared to the standard version of the program). Most notable
is the steep increase in the percentage of problems solved as c is increased from 2 to
3. However, increasing c further only yields slow improvement. There is also a slight
trend towards an improved accuracy as m is decreased, at least for the smaller values
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Fig. 5. Decision quality when r = 2.
of c. This is understandable, by decreasing m the criterion for mc-prune is being set
more conservatively.
From the above data, setting c=3 and m somewhere in the high range of 8{12
looks the most promising. These settings give a substantial node savings (about 20%),
while still solving over 99% of the problems that the standard version does. See the
appendix for a complete table of supporting data.
7.3. Multi-cut in practice
Ultimately, we want to show that a game-playing program using the new pruning
method can achieve increased playing strength. Although, the aforementioned experi-
ments are useful in giving insight into the feasibility of the idea and the behavior of the
search, they do not tell how benecial the new method is in practice. For that actual
chess matches are needed. Generally, when using a forward-pruning scheme playing
games is the only way to show the proper balance between improved search eciency
and added risk of overlooking good continuations.
Two versions of the program were matched against each other, one with multi-cut
pruning and the other without. Four matches, with 80 games each, were played using
dierent time controls. To prevent the programs from playing the same game over and
over, forty well-known opening positions were used as a starting point. The programs
played each opening once from the white side and once as black. Table 3 shows the
match results. T represents the unmodied version of the program and Tmc(c;m; r) the
version with multi-cut implemented. We experimented with the case m=10; r=2,
and c=3 (i.e. 10 moves searched with a depth reduction of 2 ply and with 3 cutos
required to achieve the mc-prune condition).
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Table 3
Summary of 80-game match results
Tmc(3;10;2) versus T
Time control Score Winning %
40 moves in 5 min 46{34 57.5
40 moves in 15 min 42{38 52.5
40 moves in 25 min 43.5{36.5 54.4
40 moves in 60 min 43{37 53.8
The multi-cut version shows denite improvement over the unmodied version. In
tournament play this winning percentage would result in about 35 points dierence in
the players’ performance rating. Although the results are encouraging, it is still too
early to state the exact strength dierence between the two versions, based only on
this single set of experiments: for that more games are needed.
One nal insight: the programs gathered statistics about the behavior of the multi-cut
pruning. The search spends about 25{30% of its time (in terms of nodes visited) in
shallow multi-cut searches, and an mc-prune occurs in about 45{50% of its attempts.
Obviously, the tree expanded using multi-cut pruning diers signicantly from the tree
visited when it is not used.
8. Related work
The idea of exploring additional moves at cut-nodes is not entirely new. There exist
at least two other variants of the -algorithm that explore more than one alterna-
tive at cut-nodes, although the resulting information is used quite dierently in our
work.
The Singular Extensions algorithm [2] extends \singular" moves more deeply than
others. A move is dened as singular if its evaluation is higher than all its siblings by
some specied margin, called the singular margin. Moves that fail-high, i.e. cause a
cuto, automatically become candidates for being singular (the algorithm also checks
for singular moves at pv-nodes). To determine if a candidate move that fails-high
really is singular, all its siblings are explored to a reduced depth. The move is declared
singular only if the value of all the alternatives is signicantly lower (as dened by
the singular margin) than the value of the principal variation. Singular moves are
\remembered" and extended one additional ply on subsequent iterations. This method
improved the playing strength of Deep Thought (predecessor of Deep Blue) by about
30 USCF rating points [1]. One might think of multi-cut as the complement of singular-
extensions: instead of extending lines where there is seemingly only one good move,
it prunes lines where many promising (refutation) moves are available.
The Alpha{Beta-Conspiracy algorithm [9] is essentially an -search that uses con-
spiracy depth, instead of classical ply depth, to decide when to stop searching a branch.
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The conspiracy depth is updated at each node in the tree, but instead of reducing the
depth always by one ply, it can be reduced by a fraction of a ply, all depending on
how many good alternative moves there are. The fewer alternatives, the smaller will be
the conspiracy depth reduction. Quiescence searches are used to establish the number
of good alternative moves. This algorithm encourages forced lines to be searched more
deeply. Another distinct feature of the algorithm is that two separate conspiracy depth
parameters are used, one for each player. At each level, only the conspiracy depth
parameter for the player to move is updated. The search explores a branch until either
both conspiracy depths parameters converge to zero, or alternatively, when the con-
spiracy depth for the player to move is zero and a static evaluation delivers a cuto.
However, empirical results using this algorithm were not favorable.
9. Conclusions
We have shown that there exists a strong correlation between the number of promis-
ing move alternatives available at an expected cut-node, and the node becoming a True
cut-node. We investigated how this can aect error propagation when using a minimax-
based search algorithm, and we introduced a new forward-pruning method, multi-cut,
that exploits this correlation. Furthermore, to show the feasibility of the idea, we im-
plemented and experimented with the technique in an actual game-playing program.
Our experimental results give rise to optimism. In match play, a version of our chess
program using the new method, consistently outplayed an unmodied version of the
program. This indicates that our search method, while expanding a tree that is radically
dierent from the -algorithm, has seemingly improved playing strength.
The multi-cut method is still in its infancy. There is still scope for improvement
through further tuning and enhancement. For example, we have parameterized our
method using variables instead of constants for c; m, and r, and propose that their
values be adjusted dynamically as the game=search progresses. The multi-cut method
as described and implemented here is not the only way of using the information about
the number of promising move alternatives at cut-nodes, and by no means necessarily
the best. Our experiments show that there is room for innovative domain-independent
pruning methods, based on exploiting the structure of the minimal tree.
Appendix
The result of the experiment described in Section 7.2 is shown in Table 4. Both the
number of nodes searched and problems solved are relative to the performance of the
standard (unmodied) version of the program.
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Table 4
Tmc(c; m; r) searches
r c m Nodes Solved r c m Nodes Solved r c m Nodes Solved
1 2 2 92.05 98.10 2 2 2 77.28 98.10 3 2 2 79.21 96.80
1 2 4 93.33 97.60 2 2 4 70.48 97.40 3 2 4 71.60 95.80
1 2 6 93.02 97.20 2 2 6 67.61 97.20 3 2 6 67.71 95.80
1 2 8 91.71 97.20 2 2 8 61.56 97.20 3 2 8 63.17 95.50
1 2 10 92.10 96.80 2 2 10 60.04 97.00 3 2 10 60.57 95.20
1 2 12 93.39 96.80 2 2 12 59.38 96.80 3 2 12 57.13 95.10
1 3 4 134.17 99.20 2 3 4 87.46 99.50 3 3 4 86.07 97.70
1 3 6 144.14 99.20 2 3 6 84.41 99.30 3 3 6 82.92 97.50
1 3 8 150.31 98.90 2 3 8 82.60 99.20 3 3 8 79.30 97.50
1 3 10 153.00 98.70 2 3 10 81.66 99.10 3 3 10 75.86 97.10
1 3 12 157.34 98.50 2 3 12 79.95 99.20 3 3 12 72.21 97.00
1 4 4 175.38 99.40 2 4 4 100.14 99.70 3 4 4 98.33 98.60
1 4 6 194.19 99.40 2 4 6 98.86 99.60 3 4 6 94.20 97.90
1 4 8 210.41 99.30 2 4 8 98.50 99.40 3 4 8 89.96 97.90
1 4 10 222.67 99.10 2 4 10 98.51 99.20 3 4 10 87.39 97.70
1 4 12 234.33 99.00 2 4 12 98.04 99.20 3 4 12 84.89 97.60
1 5 6 227.73 99.50 2 5 6 109.63 99.80 3 5 6 97.23 98.50
1 5 8 252.26 99.60 2 5 8 109.93 99.80 3 5 8 94.95 98.10
1 5 10 276.16 99.50 2 5 10 110.67 99.70 3 5 10 92.02 97.90
1 5 12 286.82 99.40 2 5 12 110.88 99.60 3 5 12 90.24 97.80
1 6 6 239.81 99.70 2 6 6 113.77 99.90 3 6 6 100.97 99.20
1 6 8 269.33 99.70 2 6 8 116.40 99.90 3 6 8 99.42 98.30
1 6 10 312.24 99.70 2 6 10 118.61 99.90 3 6 10 100.24 98.30
1 6 12 335.51 99.70 2 6 12 120.23 99.90 3 6 12 95.66 98.00
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